
The brand was born in 1969 with a store in Eloff

Street, Johannesburg. Look & Listen’s landmark 

Hillbrow store opened in 1974 and is still in the 

family, operating as Jive City now. In 1993 the chain grew from two to six stores in a move that set the tone

 for the Group's future expansion. August 1999 saw investment company Vestacor identifying the brand as a 

superior retail investment opportunity, with what it called a significant growth and value creation potential.

When South Africans look for digital entertainment of any sort, they head for Look & Listen. From CDs that

cover the spectrum of musical genres to DVDs, games, Apple iPods, MP3s - and ‘must have’ accessories

in each format - Look & Listen is a treasure trove for the senses. Music and movie buffs, along with the 

gaming fraternity, digital fundis and MP3 fanatics find everything they need under one roof in any Look &

Listen branch across South Africa. With an incredibly high market share given the relatively small number of 

stores in the chain, the Look & Listen Group is a growing force on the home entertainment front. The Group 

comprises two retail chains: Look & Listen and Jive City. Look & Listen is about broad middle to up-market 

appeal, while the Jive City chain has appeal in the lower end of the market in rural areas. 

Look & Listen shoppers are in the mid to upper end market segment, LSM 7 - 10. Its primary target market is 

the 16 - 34 year age group, but secondary market targeting covers the lucrative 35 - 64 year age group. The 

Group puts enormous effort into staying on top of international entertainment retail trends and has been 

successful in being at the forefront of locally available and specially imported music and movie DVDs. 

The brand has also taken cognisance of the fact that Gaming is one of the fastest growing entertainment 

sectors in the world, and has upgraded its Gaming offerings to capture a sector of the market that is

dedicated to its craft (this includes PC, PSP, PS2, PS3, Xbox and Nintendo formats). Look & Listen has also 

introduced a dedicated kiddie’s DVD and CD area in each store that focuses on Disney products and other 

well known titles for children. An online store wraps up the baby-to-boomer audience, with many people

browsing and buying from the comfort of their own homes.

In September 2000, the four stores in the Spin City Group were acquired and re-branded as Jive City.

The stores got the brand climbing the charts, and have since grown to 36 outlets across the country.

Look & Listen rocks on: Since 2004, the brand has opened a further 15 stores across South Africa.

Look & Listen’s most recent developments include:

The opening of its 57th store. Currently, 21 stores fall under the Look & Listen brand and 36 stores 

are Jive City operations. 
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